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To connect with the 16 year old girl, 
Converse has launched the Spark 
Progress campaign. 
It focuses on young London based 
women who represent the fields of 
skate, music or fashion; the subjects 
that Converse generally deals with. 
Central to this campaign is that they 
haven’t achieved all their goals yet. 
They are all still struggling; however 
see the significance of the process 
in relation to the end result (Munro, 
2019). 

This report will be analyzing the 
strengths and opportunities the 
Spark Progress campaign brings; in 
relation to the negative feedback it 
got. Additionally it will give insight in 
to the tribe of 16 year old girls and the 
relevant market.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

This will be concluded in a final insight 
from where we move forward with 
suggesting a campaign direction.
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Converse is attached to key moments in 
youth culture. When taking a closer look at 
some of the most significant movements 
like skate culture or grunge, Converse 
plays a role (Rath, 2017). This can be 
interpreted in two ways. On the one side 
it could be concluded that Converse lacks 
one coherent perception. After interviewing 
various Converse wearers this became 
apparent to us when asking what their 
connotation to Converse is. Answers 
ranged from ‘a skater shoe’ (Stigter, 2019) 
to ‘a shoe that my parents are wearing’ or 
‘a shoe that can get dirty’ (Loreti, 2019) to 
‘a shoe I can wear with a suit’ (Inkersole, 
2019). 

Whatever one’s perception of Converse is 
however, it is a product that lives through 
various experiences with us.

Clearly this aspect is already used 
in the marketing of Converse. It is 
focused on the wearer and their 
identity rather than the product itself 
(Chan, 2015). This gave Converse the 
opportunity to collaborate with all 
sorts of celebrities or brands like Tyler 
The Creator or Commes Des Garcons. 
These collaborations share a similar 
value; as the craziness of Tyler The 
Creator and the legacy of Commes Des 
Garcons led by Rei Kawakubo share 
the idea of embracing oneself.
Converse encourages the idea of 
letting the customer add their own 
meaning to the product. This goes as 
far as supporting the trend of wanting 
Chucks to get dirty (Telfer, 2014) and 
customizing them (NAYVA, 2019).

It all comes down to supplying every 
customer with the feeling that they can 
wear their Converse with everything 
without restriction.



based on the relevant insight that teenage 
girls struggle with the design of their own 
future; aiming to inspire and drive them
strengthened by suitable ambassadors 
who have exciting stories to tell
hero includes attractive and authentic raw 
footage
long term communication strategy
mostly clear visual direction that is in line 
with the brand identity of Converse

studio footage in hero is perceived as too 
staged
16 year old girls are able to relate to the 
idea of progress; the chosen ambassadors 
however do not represent someone who 
is within a progress they can relate to

campaign deals with a relatively sensitive 
topic that invites backflash that might 
not necessarily be directly related to the 
campaign itself, but more focused on the 
brand; like its ecological footprint

good base for creating a long term 
connection to the concerned target group
applicable to different demographics 
and adjustable to local activations to 
create a more personal connection to the 
consumer
the idea of sparking progress itself leaves 
room for various interpretations that can 
tap in to future trends easily and is not 
bound to the ambassadors





London has frequently been ranked 
within the top 10 competitive cities 
on a global scale. Businesses across 
diverse sectors take full advantage 
of it’s ability to adapt to trends and 
scale operations, which makes it a 
city of hope and opportunity (JLL, 
Unknown). 
This creates an environment of 
high pressure, notably apparent to 
students. The rate of life success 
in London is strongly linked to a 
students school reputation. Good 
schools require financial assets and 
high student performance.  
This results in stress and 
performance anxiety with girls being 
particularly affected; 81% reporting 
anxiety before exams, compared with 
63% of boys.
(Stewart-Brown, 2017) (Weale, 2017). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

This climate also plays in to a high 
aggression and bullying rate within 
London’s youth. While teenagers are 
highly motivated about their school 
work, they are also anxious and less 
satisfied with themselves in relation 
to their peers life performance 
(Siddique, 2018). 
Being one of the worlds most 
aspirational cities, London gets a lot 
of media representation. Magazine 
like i-D featuring topics like “What’s 
it like to be a teen in London” portray 
the London teenager as being very 
focused on school but at the same 
time having creative interest and 
healthy social life (Unknown, 2018).  
A look at the comments shows 
however that videos like that are 
highly stylized. 

Brands and magazines often don’t 
realize that not every teenager plays 
in a band or runs a fashion blog.



73% are connected within 
1 hour of waking up.

Average attention span 12 
sec vs. Gen Z span 8 sec











The mentioned competitors have been proven to be 
successful with Generation Z girls as they managed to 

address topics that are relevant and relatable. Especially 
Vans has managed to build a authentic relationship 

with young skater girls with well chosen ambassadors 
and local events. What differentiates Spark Progress is 
that the campaign is supposed to act more as a source 

of inspiration rather than aiming to make a difference in 
the world of the teenage girls.



However, it is all about tapping into 
the right trend at the right time. 
Looking at memes and cultural online 
content is an activity that Generation 
Z does both alone and in groups. 
They are connected 24/7 and sharing 
is made increasingly easy (Chaffey, 
2019). Ultimately content needs to 
provoke an emotion for them to share 
or engage with and stand out between 
everything they see in such short 
time. Unfortunately, there is a thin 
line between being funny and original, 
looking silly or even offensive as a 
brand (Staff, 2019). 







The mainstream but not mainstream 
girl is a 16-18 year old young 
dependent. For this report we focused 
our research on the teenage girl from 
London. 
What makes her mainstream is the 
fact that she generally tries to fit in; 
listening to the same music, buying 
the same brands often having similar 
interests as her friends.
On the other side she is on the current 
quest to finding her self-hood; testing 
the lines between fitting in while trying 
to distinguish herself and stand out 
(Inkersole, 2019). All the aspects that 
belong to being a teenager however 
like puberty, hierarchy at school, family 
expectations, etc don’t make this 
easy for them. A sense of belonging 
is important for them, though 
they are searching for the actual 
meaning of belonging (Stigter, 2019); 
experimenting with identity and level of 
individualism.

Their favorite brands all tap in to the 
topic of creating your own unique path, 
standing out and finding your personal 
style; she follows some influencers 
and ambassadors but tends to find 
inspiration in her direct surrounding; 
at school from her peers.
As most of these are also 
experimenting with identity this can be 
difficult (Loreti, 2019).

She is afraid to be seen alone or being 
left out, hence is looking for ways to 
be slightly distinguishable and not be 
seen as lame or unsuccessful (Stigter, 
2019). 
For this she sometimes makes 
inauthentic choices that clash with 
what she actually feels comfortable 
with.







Lottie is a 16-year old high school student. 
She grew up in Sutton, a suburb (zone 5) in 
London. It’s a middle class neighborhood; 
popular and affordable for families.  
She lives out but close to the urban and 
busy London life. 
Everyday she and her friends travel from 
zone 5 to zone 2 to attend high school.
Lottie has always been looking up to 
Morgan and Sophie; who she spent most 
of her childhood with. They loved doing 
sleepovers to watch their favorite shows 
together like Pretty Little Liars and Gossip 
Girl.

However, when growing to become a 
teenager they all separated to exploring 
their own identities and lost mutual 
interests to talk about. Morgan and Sophie 
both are interested in creative expressions 
through photography, writing and fashion, 
embracing their own style. They and some 
girls at school enjoy discovering new artists 
and visuals and sharing them with each 
other and online.

She is afraid of being left out in that group, 
which forces her to learn and read about 
upcoming artists and news on i-D and 
Dazed & Confused where she is constantly 
confronted with how important it is these 
days to be unique and stand out (Kampen, 
2019). 

She pushes herself to create an aspirational 
version of herself on Instagram where she 
posts pictures of her, often staged and 
expressive outfits by mixing and matching 
different pieces. This gave her credibility in 
her peer group, but does not really satisfy 
herself.  
 
Real friendships have turned in to alliances 
in which you are only accepted if you play 
the game of posting and scrolling. Even 
though Lottie has figured out the way to 
belong; she feels lonely.
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Wearers attach their 
own meaning to 

Converse.  
It is a brand for 

everyone.

Contemporary 
advertisement mainly 
addresses the small 

conspicuous percentage 
of Generation Z, leaving 
the majority feel left out.

Not every 16 year old girl 
wants to stand out, but 
society pushes them to 

be outstanding. This can 
make them feel isolated 

and lonely.



By interacting with the group instead of the chosen 
few we want to build long term relationships with the 

consumer through memorable experiences. These 
will be focused on participation and not competition. 
Instead of highlighting the privileged the emphasis is 

on how to achieve as a collective and be appreciative of 
the individuals ambitions. 



Converse stands for authentic togetherness, 
making it less about the individual and more 

about the community. Converse wants to bring 
together teens from different walks of life; 

making them feel less isolated and show what 
can be achieved when working together.

Tone of voice
Personal 
Playful

Engaging

Do’s
Locally based speaking directly to the 16-year old 

teenage girl in London.
Admiring everyone’s dreams and stories, not only the 
ones that aim to become e.g. the biggest musician, 

also focus on “behind the scenes”.
Interactive and engaging both online and offline

Don’ts
Making a distinction between who’s more ambitious 

through copy or visuals
Only focus on a small segment of people who aim to 

achieve similar goals
Telling the customer directly what’s good or bad



We believe that the Spark Progress campaign has great 
potential to be developed further; especially in regards 

to the renew product.
We believe that shifting the direction can make the 

campaign more authentic and relatable to the  
16 year old girl.

Detailed tactics and more emphasis on the Renew 
launch will be delivered in the accompanying video.
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